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D1SASM B800 v.15 and PISASM 8800 v.15 - S.U.C. Manual
By Maurice Hawes
The article on p.l 9 of Volume 19 No.2 described my efforts to de-bug and rationalise the
‘mainstream' SUC versions of Robert Tanswell's DISASSEMBLER for Sharp MZ-machines
(see ** FOOTNOTE).
As a result, DISASM v. 1 5 is available for the MZ-80K, MZ-80B, MZ-80A and MZ-700. On
each machine there are 2 versions, with alternative START locations of SB800 and $8800,
as listed below:-

DISASM B800.K15
DISASM B800.BI5
DISASM B800.A15
DISASM B800.S 15

and DISASM 8800.K15
and DISASM 8800. B 15
and DISASM 8800.A15
and DISASM 8800.S15

(for the MZ-80K)
(for the MZ-80B)
(for the MZ-80A)
(for the MZ-700)

The above programs were summarised on p. 19 of Volume 19 No.2. But on reflection I

have since realised that this summary is woefully short, and is therefore of very little use as a
Manual; a sorry defect which I shall now attempt to rectify, on bended knee.

Manual for DISASM B800 v.15 and DISASM 8800 v.15
1. OPENING DISPLAY
When DISASM v. 15 is loaded, an initial ‘one-off display offers the choice of an ASCII or
SHARP printer routine. For example:-

DISASM B800
MZ-80K Version 15
S.U.C. APRIL 1999
ASCII or SHARP printer (A/S) (?)

Pressing ‘A' installs an S.U.C. ‘Soft Centronics* printer routine i.e. a routine that works
correctly in upper and lower-case w ith most ‘Standard ASCII’ dot-matrix printers, via the
standard Sharp printer interface card (or circuit) for the machine in question.
Pressing ‘S’ installs a Sharp printer routine, suitable for a Sharp *P’ series printer (which
with a CG ROM to match the MZ-computer with which it is

must, of course, be fitted

being used).

Any other keypress is ignored.
(continued on next page)
** FOOTNOTE - ‘mainstream’ = all except the two bank-switching versions listed below;
these have NOT been updated as described in these pages, and at first sight they still appear to
behave very much like the original Tanswell Disassemblers. However:-

B800.700RAM automatically disassembles RAM at $0000-$0FFF, rather than the Monitor
ROM in that area.

MZ-2500 DISASM.9 can access all the banks of code on the MZ-2500, and correctly
disassembles 2-byte *DF nn' and ‘EF nn’ calls, as RST 18H or RST 28H respectively,
followed by a DATA BYTE.
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2. MAIN ‘HELP’ DISPLAY

-----

After pressing ‘A* or ‘S’ the main ‘HELP’ screen is displayed, with a title that shows which
printer routine has been selected:-

MZ-80K DISASSEMBLER B800 MK.15/S <
S.U.C. REVISION 29/04/99

(or/C2)

D xxxxH yyyyH = Disassemble xxxx-yyyy
M xxxxH yyyyH = Memory Dump xxxx-yyyy
B xxxxH yyyyH = Bytesearch xxxx-yyyy
W xxxxH

= Hex Write xxxx (and on)

G xxxxH = GOTO xxxx
C = COPY RAM TO TAPE (with prompts)

# = TOGGLE /P (D and M only)
! - SCREEN/P T = TYPE/P
$ = ESC/P
& = PAGE/P
Set ESC/P codes at $B816,$B81B,$B820
G BA00H resets printer line count

H = HELP (this page)
3. ENTERING HEX DATA

Commands D, M, B, W and G require 4-HEX addresses as shown by xxxxH or yyyyH
on the HELP screen; the 4 digits must form a valid 4-HEX number, and this must be
confirmed by pressing ‘H’. If the addresses are illogical (e.g. if xxxx is greater than yyyy)
the program returns to command mode. If some other key is pressed in place of ‘H’ the

address is cancelled, and must be re-entered from scratch (this allows the user to correct
a wrong entry).

Commands B and W then ask for further HEX data in the form of 2-DIGIT codes. The
program now accepts any valid HEX digits as soon as they are entered (i.c. no ‘H’ is
required) and leaves the byte on screen, followed by SPACE and ready for further input.
Great care is needed here, as the only way to correct a mistake is to exit to COMMAND
mode with CR, and then start all over again.
4. PRINTER PAGING

All DISASM printer routines count the lines being sent to the printer; every 60 lines, a
FORM FEED signal is sent to the printer and the line count is reset to zero. The S3C (=60)
data byte that controls this process is at SB84C in DISASM B800, or S884C in DISASM
8800, and its value may be changed by the ‘W* command.

In some cases the FORM LENGTH setting on the printer itself may be changed by sending
an ESC code sequence (see the $ command oelow). However, some early dot-matrix printers,
including Sharp P series printers on the MZ-80K/ A/700, do not offer this facility.

M

-

-
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5. DISASM COMMANDS
5.1 The D and M commands

(The D command still works as described in the original Tanswell Manual. However, it
is considerably improved, as it now produces correct mnemonics for ALL Z80 instructions,
including indexed IX and IY instructions, which are now disassembled in the format required
by MZ versions of the ZEN Assembler).
When ‘D’ is pressed, the program immediately prompts for ‘OPTION*. Only two options

are available - ‘T*, or any other key.

Press ‘T* if you wish to save the forthcoming disassembly to a tape file; you will then
be asked for a filename, which will subsequently be used when the file is saved on tape as
described in Section 6 below. The program then continues as below.

After pressing *T* and entering a filename, or after pressing any other key, the program
prompts for DATA AREAS.
The FROM and TO addresses of all DATA AREAS must be entered in ‘xxxxH* format
and MUST be in ascending order (the first entry which is out of order causes a return to
command mode). At any point during this process, a CR entered as the start address of
a DATA AREA will terminate the sequence and the program will immediately move into
‘Disassemble’ mode.
The M command starts displaying the contents of the specified memory block as soon as the
2nd HEX address is confirmed by ‘H\

Under the D and M commands, scrolling may be stopped by a quick tap on the SPACE
BAR; at this point, a second quick tap on the SPACE BAR will allow scrolling to continue,
or a CR will terminate the display and return to command mode; or it is also possible to
‘inch’ a static display by a long press on the SPACE BAR.

The output produced by the D and M commands may be ‘toggled’ to the printer (see
‘#’ below).

5.2 The B command

This requires two ‘xxxxH’ addresses to specify the memory area to be searched, followed
by up to 64 x 2-digit bytes to specify the search string. When the search string is terminated
(by CR or the 64 limit) the search begins and the addresses at which the start of the string
is found are shown on the screen.
The output of the B command cannot be ‘toggled’ to the printer, but when the search
is complete it is possible to dump the screen to the printer to obtain a hard-copy record

(see T below)

5.3 The W command

This requires one * xxxxH' address to specify the memory location at which the WRITE
is to start, followed by any number of successive 2-byte HEX digits which, as noted above,
do not require a confirmatory ‘H\ To terminate the ‘W’ command enter CR as a first digit;
this should return the program to COMMAND mode (but if you’ve made a mistake it may
crash !)
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5.4 The G command
This requires one ‘xxxxH’ address to specify the GOTO address in memory. When the ‘H’
is entered, the Disassembler ‘jumps’ to the specified HEX address.

5.5 The C command
This command asks for a filename, then prompts for FROM, TO, LOAD, and EXECUTE
addresses, all of which must be in ‘xxxxH* format. You are then asked to PRESS RECORD/
PLAY.
(N.B. The TO address is that of the last byte you wish to save).

5.6 The *#’ command
This command ‘toggles’ the printer; after one *#’, all screen output in ‘D’ and ‘M’ modes is
duplicated on the printer, until such time as *#' is used again to turn this feature off. Printer
output is automatically paged as described in Section 4 above.

5.7 The T command
The *!’ command dumps the current screen to the printer, by default, the routine prints
all 25 screen lines; but the data byte which controls this (default SI 9) may be changed if
required (it is at SB864 in DISASM B800 v. 15, or $8864 in DISASM 8800 v. 15).
The *!’ command increments the printer line count by the number of lines dumped to
the printer.

5.8 The T command

The T command prompts for KBD input at the bottom of the screen; any heading or
message line, up to 80 characters long, may then be entered, followed by *CR’. Or a ‘CR’
alone, at the ‘Type’ prompt, may be used to produce a printer LINE FEED, for spacing
purposes.

The T command increments the printer line count by 1 .

5.9 The

command

The *&’ command sends the correct FORM FEED signal to the printer and zeroes the
printer line count.

N.B. The printer line count may also be zeroed WITHOUT sending a FORM FEED, by
using the G command to jump to the start of the Disassembler
5.10 The ‘S’ command
The ‘S’ command sends a 4-character ESC sequence to the printer, to alter line spacing,
character size, etc., etc. An initial S 1 B code is pre-programmed at SB8 1 1 (or $88 1 1 ); further
codes must be added by the user via the ‘W’ command, at the addresses shown on the HELP
screen, before the ‘$* key is pressed to send the full code sequence to the printer.

N.B. Unused ESC code locations should be set to $00; and if a Sharp printer is being used
on the MZ-80K, MZ-80A or MZ-700 the initial SIB code should be changed as required

- e.g. to $09.
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6. PRODUCING ZEN-COMPATIBLE SOURCE TAPES
This, as noted above, can be done by entering the *D' command FROM and TO addresses
in the usual way, and then selecting the ‘T* option. At this point you will be asked to enter

a filename, after which the ‘D* option, at first sight, appears to continue in the same way as
if you had not pressed 4T' at all.

However, this is not actually the case. The disassembly process appears to carry on as
normal on the screen, and on the printer if this is toggled ON; but the disassembled source
code is also being stored line by fine (without machine-code and ASCII equivalents) in the
tape-segment buffer in the region $AOOO-$ACFF, and when this buffer is full the disassembly
stops temporarily, asks you to PRESS RECORD/PLAY, and then saves the contents of the
tape-segment buffer as a TYPE 4 file, using the name you entered immediately after selecting
the ‘T* option.

When this SAVE has been completed the disassembly continues automatically, as before,
until the tape-segment buffer is again full (or the disassembly ends if that is sooner). If
you have left the RECORD/PLAY keys pressed down, further tape segments will be saved

automatically, with the SAME filename, until the disassembly is completed by the EQU table
and this has been saved as part of the final tape segment.

The program then returns to COMMAND mode, and you can press STOP, then REWIND
the tape ready for loading under ZEN.

7. USING ZEN-COMPATIBLE SOURCE TAPES
The TYPE 4 tape file(s) produced by DISASM may be loaded into the ZEN ASSEMBLER
by using its ‘R* command. If the disassembly has resulted in more than 1 file, the files must
be loaded separately, one after the other, without any intervening operations.

In order to re-assemble the complete file under ZEN, it is necessary to add the appropriate

ORG, LOAD and END statements. The file should then re-assemble O.K., and it is advisable
to do this as a check, before starting any further editing operations.

. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .
. ................................ .

8. USEFUL LOCATIONS

8.1 Useful Locations in DISASM B800 v.15

Printer fine count buffer
SB80F (initially S00)
Printer ESC string byte 1
SB8 1 1 (default $ 1 B)
SB816, $B81B, SB820 (default $00)
Printer ESC string bytes 2,3,4
Printer fines per page
SB84C (default $3C = 60)
Number of fines to oe dumped by *!'.$B864 (default $19 = 25)
$BA00 (resets SB80F to $00)
Warm Restart

8.2 Useful Locations in DISASM 8800 v.15

$880F (initially $00)
Printer line count buffer
$881 1 (default $1B)
Printer ESC string byte 1
$88 1 6, $B8 1 B, $B820 (default $00)
Printer ESC string bytes 2,3,4
Printer fines per page
S884C (default S3C = 60)
Number of fines to DC dumped by *!’ $8864 (default $19 = 25)
Warm Restart
S8A00 (resets $880F to $00)
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9.1 MEMORY USAGE IN THE ORIGINAL VERSIONS
The main code starts at SBAOO and runs to SCDD3 (or SCE2A on the MZ-80B). Also,
on the MZ-80B only, SB9A1-SB9FF is used for work buffers and flags (other versions use
the Monitor work area).

The original MZ-80B version executes at SAOOO (JP SBA03 !!) and is therefore named
DISASSEMBLER A000; all other original versions execute at SBAOO and are named
DISASSEMBLER BAOO.
In all cases, laiÿe areas outside the main block are used for the Tape buffer and the EQU
and DB tables. Overall usage is:-

Name

Tape Buffer

Dis. BAOO SA000-S7CB0+
Dis. A000 SA003-SAC33+

EQU Table

Disassembler

SAD00SAC83-

SBA00-SCDD3
SB9A1-SCE2A

DB’s Table

SCDD4-SCFFF
SCE2B-SCFFF

The top of the EQU table is undefined; therefore, if you try to disassemble a very large
file in one go, this table may overspill into the Disassembler and cause a crash. However,
if you act with moderate restraint it will not do this, and it will leave a small ‘spare area'
immediately below SBAOO (or SB9A1 on the MZ-80B).

9.2 MEMORY USAGE IN EARLY SUC UPGRADES
In early SUC upgrades, extra code was located at SB880-SB9FF in MZ-80K/80A/700
versions, and at 5B800-B980 in the MZ-80B version. In some MZ-700 upgrades the extra
code starts at $B780. In all cases the program name indicates the start of the extra code:-

Name

Tape Buffer

Dis. B880 SA000-S7CB0+
Dis. B780 SA000-S7CB0+
Dis. B800.B SA003-SAC33+

EQU Table

Disassembler

SADOOSADOOSAC83-

SB880-SCDD3
SB780-SCDD3

SB800-SCE2A

DB's Table

SCDD4-SCFFF
SCDD4-SCFFF
SCE2B-SCFFF

9.3 MEMORY USAGE IN DISASM B800 v.15

One aim in developing v.15 was to choose a common START address. From experience
SB800 was deemed reasonable, and therefore the new code in DISASM B800 v. 15 is at
SB800-SB9FF (N.B. in the B version this area also includes the original work buffers and
flags):Machine

K/A/700

MZ-80B

Tape Buffer

SA000-SACB0+

SA003-SAC33+

EQU Table

B800v.l5

SADOOSAC83-

SB800-SBDD3
SB800-SBE2A

DB's Table

SBDD4-SBFFF

SBE2B-SBFFF

9.4 MEMORY USAGE IN DISASM 8800 v.15

Same pattern as above but all addresses moved down S3000 bytes:Machine
K/A/700

MZ-80B

Tape Buffer

S7000-S7CB0+
S7003-S7C33+

EQU Table

8800 v.15

S7D00-

S8800-S9DD3
S8800-S9E2A

S7C83-

DB's Table

S9DD4-S9FFF
S9E2B-S9FFF

DISASM 8800 may therefore be run under SUPERCOPY v.16, which has a TPA that runs
from SI 200 up to S9FFF (or SCFFF on the MZ-80B).
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